MARKET STUDY
COTTON WOOD PLAZA
785/787 N. Main St. (Hwy 395)- Bishop, CA

Cottonwood Plaza - Bishop, CA

Comments

Facts:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Prime A site location with convenient easy ingress/egress, great visibility, central location, best area of
town for both local and transient populations.
Newly renovated mixed use retail center located in the heart of the commercial district.
Proven high volume consumer market for brand name retailers.
High Traffic Front St. on HWY 395/Main St., Left Turn Lane, Signalized Left Turn Intersection, Walking
Pedestrian Traffic, Next door to Tour Bus Parking, Next to famous town landmarks
Captured Market - 1) Economic Center for 200 Mile Radius, 2) EVERY vehicle traveling in Bishop will pass
this location at 25 MPH. 3) High Demand - Local population needs retail and dining alternatives 4) Hotel &
Transient population are core market customers with no kitchen facilities and traveling retail consumers.
Four Season Travel & Tourist destination- over 20 Hotel/lodging facilities in a dense 1-2 mile radius, over
800 rooms not included in the census studies.
Ideal Demographics for brand name retail.
Good Employee base-

Considerations:
•

Census Studies do not reflect the actual consumer market of Bishop. Approximately 800 rooms at double
occupancy with average 2 night stay increases the town population by 117,936 annually. In addition there
are the thousands of transient core market population who stop & shop daily on their way to another
destination like Mammoth Lakes, Yosemite, Reno areas and South to Los Angeles - calculated to be
census equivalent of 255,500.

•

Seasonal changes in traffic count

Captured Market
Topographical Map of Region

Retail Market
-Von#2402 in Bishop has sales volume averaging approximately $650,000 per week or approximately $34 - $35 million annually.
Their sales averages range from a high of $750,000/week to a low of $600,000/week during low season (Oct/ Nov & May/Jun).
These sales estimates have been confirmed by three sources. When compared to other Von’s units, this is a high volume location
equivalent to the Von #2008 in Palmdale located at 2616 E. Palmdale Blvd and Vons #400 in Mammoth Lakes (reportedly the highest
volume location in the system).
-The Super Kmart in Bishop has estimated annual sales of 10 to 20 million. This is a medium to high volume store equivalent to the
Kmart in Reno, NV or Lancaster, CA
-Smart n Final in Bishop has estimated annual sales of 2.5-5 million. This is a medium to high volume store equivalent to the Smart n
Final in Lancaster, CA or Reno, NV
-Rite Aid in Bishop has estimated annual sales of 1-2.5 million. (*note that this Rite Aid is not in the center of town.) This is a
medium volume store similar to Rite Aid units in Palmdale, CA (Avenue S & 47th St).
There are over 20 lodging facilities with approximately 800 rooms, in the town of Bishop. A few of the well known franchise’s are
listed below with estimated volume and comparisons for your reference.
1) Holiday Inn Express - Annual Est 1-2.5 Mil, 15 years in business. This sales volume is a medium high volume similar to the

Holiday Inn Express in Palmdale, Las Vegas, Carson City, Fresno, or Los Angeles.
2) Best Western Creekside - Annual Est 1-2.5 Mil, 17 years in business. This sales volume is a medium high volume similar to the
Best Western in Palmdale, far higher than the Fresno location for example.
3) Best Western - Annual Est 1-2.5 Mil, 30+ years in business
4) Comfort Inn - Annual Est. 500K to 1 Mil, 25 years in business. This sales volume is a medium volume similar to the Comfort Inn
in Lancaster Ave J or Reno NV
5) Ramada Limited - Annual Est 500K to 1 Mil This sales volume is a medium volume similar to the Ramada Limited in Sacramento,
CA
6) Motel 6 - Annual Est 1-2.5 Mil, 13 years in business. This sales volume is a high volume similar to the Motel 6 in Palmdale, Reno
or Fresno location for example.

Retail Population
The majority of travelers fall into two categories. Either groups of 2-4 people staying overnight with Bishop a destination in itself ; or
groups of 2-4 making short stops (for both food & retail shopping) to break up the drive to/from Southern California. Either way,
the population considers Bishop the economic center of the Eastern Sierra and plays an important part of their travels.
In addition to over 32,000 captured residents of Inyo and Mono counties and the tens of thousands of independent “So Cal travelers”
along the Eastern Sierra 395 corridor; there are many organized tours providing bus loads of retail consumers. The tour companies
travel to Bishop during all four seasons for sporting adventures and to visit the world renown Eastern Sierras. The town’s
designated parking, for the tour buses, is directly across the street. Bus parking is also provided behind the shopping center, where
the site is located. The demographics of the retail population is ideal for brand name outlet stores and brand name food businesses.

Bishop, CA

Aerial Views

Bishop, CA

National Brands within 1-2 Mile radius

RESTAURANTS: Denny’s, KFC, Taco Bell, McDonald’s, Carls Jr., Jack
in the Box, Subway, Starbucks...
AUTO DEALERSHIPS - Honda, Toyota, Ford, GMC, Cadillac, Buick,
Pontiac
RETAIL: High Volume Von’s, High Volume K-Mart, High Volume
Smart n Final, Medium Volume Rite Aid, Napa Auto, Kragen Auto...
HOTEL/MOTELS: (Over 20 Lodging facilities - 800+ Rooms) Holiday
Inn, Ramada Inn, 2 Best Westerns, Comfort Inn, La Quinta Inn,
Rodeway Inn, Vagabond Inn, Motel 6, Super 8...

National Brands
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Schat’s Bakery

Auto Dealerships - Honda, Toyota

Retail Sales Comparison Chart
Von’s, K-Mart, Smart n Final
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The purpose of this chart is to
compare the sales volume for
the Bishop Retail businesses to
other known EPL markets.
This data shows that Bishop
has a strong retail market with
high sales volumes. These
high sales volumes could not
be attained solely with the
small Bishop population of
14,000, reported by the US
Census Bureau.
This is
evidence that the Bishop
market pulls from lateral
population
centers
and
traveling population.

Bishop, CA

Von’s Sales Volume

Retail Comparison reports
for Von’s, K-Mart & Smart
n Final are available upon
request.

Bishop, CA

Retail Sales - Kmart / Smart n Final

1 to 1 RATIO of “Local Sales”/“Transient Occupancy”

Inyo & Mono county local tax .50%

The 80/20 RATIO of Resident/Visitor spending

Bishop, CA

Overview

Stable Resident Population - Centrally located between Reno NV and Lancaster, CA it is the largest city in
the Eastern Sierra and the economic power-center for two counties (Inyo & Mono), a 200 mile radius of
the California Eastern Sierra region. *Inyo & Bishop Chamber of commerce, CA Tourism Commission, CA SBOE
Accommodates nearly 6 million vehicles per year traveling through Bishop on Hwy 395 * Caltrans 2009
Supports numerous National Brands - Restaurants, Hotels, Retail with high volume sales. *CASBOE, Manta Rpt, FMI
Total Local Sales in Inyo county of 860,000,000 (Based on Local tax -.50% receipts of 4.3 Mil); The
majority of Inyo commerce is within Bishop.*Inyo & Bishop Chamber of commerce, CA Tourism Commission, CA SBOE
“Visitor” (not including local spending statistics) spending on Food & Beverage over 50 million annually;
spending on accommodations 49 Mil - Inyo county *CA Tourism Commission, CA SBOE
Stable retail sales, visitor spending & hotel occupancy, with little fluctuation over the past 10 years. CA Tourism
Commission, CA SBOE

Year round tourist destination - Over 22 Lodging facilities and over 800 lodging rooms.*Inyo & Bishop Chamber of
commerce

*All References are available upon request

Bishop, CA

Overview

Located on Hwy 395 - the only highway artery through the Eastern Sierra region to
Yosemite Nat’l Park, Mammoth Mountain, Death Valley, movie road; main connection
from Southern California and Lancaster to Reno, NV and the Hwy 6 Juncture to
Nevada (Las Vegas). It is well established as the most convenient and interesting
place for travelers to stop & shop along the 395. The retail sales number supports the
fact that a high percentage of travelers stop for food and other retail services before
traveling to their next destination.
35 Minutes south from the resort town of Mammoth Lakes (in Mono county), Bishop is
the economic power center supporting the resort town. Mammoth is California’s
primary four season resort town that records 2.8 million visitors per year. Est. of 60%
travel from Core Market of Southern California through the town of Bishop.*Mammoth Mountain,
Caltrans 2009

MAIN INDUSTRIES - Regional economic center, Food & Lodging, Construction/Maint.,
Sales & Service Industry, Professional Mgmt., Tourism - four season destination
(numerous national parks & historical sites, winter sports, skiing, fishing, hiking,
boating, cycling, Mtn. biking, horseback riding, hunting, hang gliding, motor-cross, hot
springs...)
PRIMARY EMPLOYERS: DWP (Center of operations), Food & Accommodation
services, Retail, Sales & Mgmt. Services, Contractor services, Inyo county hospital,
Forest Service, County of Inyo, Community college, Federal and City government

Bishop, CA

POPULATION -Demographics

1.RESIDENT* Population - 25,755+

‣*LATERAL Analysis is required to correctly determine the local customer base. Lateral data is

needed to account for the supply/demand effect of the unique geographical area. - 5 Mile/50 Mile/
100 Mile “as a bird flies” along Hwy 395 is utilized in addition to 1 Mile/2 Mile/5 Mile Radius
analysis. As shown in the next slides, the sales potential & transaction count analysis should be
based on the lateral population area or “Effective Resident Population” data.

•LODGING/HOTEL Equivalent Population * HPA Formula - 117,936 annual equiv.

‣(*Hotel Population Amplification) - Consider sales potential & transaction count analysis based on
the HPA shown in the following slides.

•STOP & SHOP Population - 255,500 annual equivalent
‣Hwy 395 is the single artery through the Eastern Sierra, servicing a large tourist business and an

important link between So. California & No. California/ Nevada. Bishop is well established as the only city
to offer convenient, interesting retail, quality food service and choice lodging opportunities along Hwy
395. A 400 Mile link between Reno and Lancaster (and Hwy 6 leading to central Nevada). The economic
impact of the high volume of traveling population and the resulting customer base from the Stop & Shop
population will be shown in the following slides.

Bishop, CA

EFFECTIVE POPULATION

Resident Population: Bishop population - 14,217*US Census Bureau (2010)
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(For correct demographics you must look beyond the incorporated city of Bishop which is only
about 1 square mile- There are 12 census tracts within about a 5 mile radius, that must be added
together to reach a correct population/demographic figure)

Effective Resident Population: - 25,755+; Median Age 42; 49% Male; 51% Female;
Avg Family Size 2.9; Avg HH Size 2.4 (Not including HAP or pass through population)
*US Census Bureau (2010)

The unique geographical nature of the area does not fit into the normal analysis for
simple radius population studies. The population centers are lateral along the Hwy 395
corridor. The fact that Bishop is the only “economic power center” for 200 miles in each
direction along HWY 395 creates a unique supply & demand effect (low supply & high
demand) and thereby a unique “captured audience”. For customer spending analysis
purposes, this captured audience translates to the “effective resident population” that
extends laterally, to the population centers along 395, from the north and south of
Bishop. In this economic formula, the “supply” factor is Bishop / the high “demand” is
the population 40 miles surrounding Bishop. Therefore the population studies need to
include a lateral distance. It is “Normal” for residents to drive 40+ Miles for their
weekly/daily shopping needs. This reality is shown by high volume retail sales, local and
Inyo County supplied sales data and data ratios.
* US Census 2009, CTI CA Tourism Impact / Dean Runyan Associates, Inc / California State Board of Equalization 2009
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DATA RATIOS

The large radius encompassing 40 lateral miles (in both directions from Bishop) must be considered for an accurate analysis of
“local market” customer base and sales potential for the Bishop site. Bishop is a completely unique location in regards to the
economic impact of its unusual supply/demand factors - Low Supply/High Demand. Bishop as the primary economic center for
both Inyo & Mono counties and its location on the 395 corridor has a hidden potential; or in other words a large “amplification
factor”. When looking at the “resident population” for Bishop a normal 1 mile radius is equivalent to a 5 mile radius; 2 mi = 20
mi; 5 mi = 50 mi. As a result, the “Effective Resident Population” is about 25,755 for analytical purposes. This lateral pull or
amplification is proven by local and Inyo & Mono County data ratios. See attached charts & slides for retail sales and other
supporting data.

1) The RATIO of High Retail Sales /Low”Bishop only” population - The high volume of Bishop Retail Sales compared to a low
“Bishop only” population is evidence that the customer pool for Bishop retail is formed from i) lateral population or larger 40 mi radius
(25,755); ii) HPA population (117,936 annual -see slide 17 for details); iii) Stop & Shop equivalent population (estimate of 255,500
annual - 10% of pass thru vehicles). Therefore, for correct customer base and sales potential analysis, the population data of 399,191
should be used.
2) The 1 to 1 RATIO of “Local Sales”/“Transient Occupancy”. (See Slide 16) When you compare Inyo county to Mono County
(for example) both are considered tourist destinations and have a low resident population. However Inyo county (primarily Bishop) has a
1/1 ratio whereas Mono county (primarily Mammoth Lakes area) has a 1/7 ratio. This is evidence that 1) Bishop customer pool has a
strong lateral pull of residents, from both Inyo & Mono counties, as well as stop & shop customers needed to even out the ratio of spending
patterns. 2) Bishop has a more stable customer base to support retail sales and that it is not as dependent on hotel occupancy (HPA).
3) The 80/20 RATIO of Resident/Visitor spending. The sales tax data reported shows for Inyo County, the ratio of resident spending
@ 80% vs visitor spending @ 20%. Although 20% visitor spending is high compared to other counties in the state, this data supports the
fact of a strong lateral customer population w/ 80% resident spending; as well as a strong visitor (HPA/Stop & Shop) spending pool
compared to most other counties. In contrast the 41/59 ratio in Mono County shows only 41% is local spending. Mono county residents
shop primarily in Bishop, as Bishop is the primary economic center for the two counties wide. This ratio difference is supporting evidence
that the effective population extends 40 miles north to the Mammoth lakes area, which thereby raises the local spending to 80% in Inyo
County.
*CTI CA Tourism Impact / Dean Runyan Associates, Inc / California State Board of Equalization 2009/ Manta Data Reports
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Bishop, CA

Traditional Demographics
Radius / Lateral

–

•
•
•

•
•

Population (2000)
Population (2010)
Population by Race
– White
– Hispanic
– American Indian
– African American
– Asian

5 MILES

40 MILES

100 MILES

13,329

23,451

30,719

14,217

25,755

32,748

73%
19%
7%
.01%
.01%

68%
24%
7%
.01%
.01%

67%
25%
7%
.01%
.01%

Day-Time/Night-Time Population - Stable
Income
– Median HH Income 47,197 (2008) 51,497 (2010)
– Per Capita

20,569 (2000)

21,530 (2000)

* US Census 2000/2010, Caltrans 2009, California Tourism Commission, STR CA Tourism report, CA SBOE

Bishop, CA

HPA

HPA - 117,936 Annual Population- Bishop “Hotel Population Amplification”(HPA) The HPA formula converts the hotel population to a census demographic equivalent. This formula is utilized in order to
accurately analyze the demographics of Bishop and the impact of the hotel/lodging population in Bishop. This is a
method to convert the hotel population to a similar “census” count for the purposes of analyzing the true local market.
The HPA Formula equates the “turnover rate” or average night stay as an “individual resident consumer”, for the
purpose of calculating their potential as a customer. By using the HPA population figure (117,936) with standard
corporate analysis of statistics and population (i.e. % of population as core customers, average customer visit, with competition factor
etc.), the transaction/sales potential of the Bishop market can be more accurately forecast.
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The HPA population stated here is based on a Logic Equation ((R x APPR x OR x annual TR) that calculates the
G
amplification factor of the hotel/lodging population. 800x1.5=1200x.54x182 (365/2)= 117,936 -the Bishop
demographic data used in the equation is as follows: Rooms (R) of 800; Avg Persons Per Room (APPR) of 1.5; Occupancy
R
Rate (OR) 54% (54% is a conservative figure based on multiple sources); Turnover Rate (TR)- based on the average
A number of nights per stay (2 nights); Annual TR - number of days in the year 365 divided by the Turnover Rate of 2.
The HPA population are:
P
H 1)“fresh people” or “new” populous to town, consumers that are not in their normal “at home shopping or eating” patterns.
2) Consumers who do not have cooking facility - giving a high consumer “potential” for one to two meal purchases.
I 3) Based on Caltrans data 60% are traveling from So. California 40% from No. California/Nevada- Largely made up of core
C customers for regional and national Franchised/ Brand Name Retail.
S
*CTI/Bishop Tourism Information/STR California Tourism/Smith Travel Research

HPA Data Sources - Hotel Occupancy 54% - 67%

In this report, Tulare
encompasses Inyo
County.

* STR California Tourism
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Stop & Shop Population

As the largest city on Hwy 395, Bishop is the natural stopping point (half way between Lancaster &
Reno) for travelers to purchase food and provisions. The high volume of retail sales along with
testimonials of the travelers, supports that a high percentage of travelers stop and shop in Bishop for
the convenient, high quality offerings. The traveling population passing through Bishop is made up
of domestic (California) vacationers, business travelers, national and international tourists.
Traveling Population - Mammoth Lakes alone has a total of 2.8 Million annual visitors *Visitor Bureau May 2003 1.3 mil winter/skier visitors, and 1.5 mil summer visitors. Average size of a visiting group over both
periods is 4.4*Visitor Survey (2004 & 2007) 60% of these 2.8 Mil visitors travel from Southern California (EPL Core
customers) through Bishop at 25 MPH *Caltrans 2009.
Mammoth Lakes - in addition to their resident population of 8,234, there are 5,406 “2nd home” units
@ 2.44 HH size equates to a population of 13,190

*US Census Bureau (2010)

Average Daily Traffic Count
Main St. - Bishop, CA
(Hwy 395) * Caltrans Report - Mile Marker 116.25
AVG DAILY TRAFFIC COUNT
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Bishop, CA

Stop & Shop Population

To analyze the economic impact and customer potential of the traveling
population, a rough conversion formula or extrapolation of the caltrans vehicle
count is used to find a “Census” Equivalent. By using the lowest vehicle count
during the slowest period of the year we establish the base of “local” traffic. All
vehicle count over this base is considered a traveling population. The HPA
population is subtracted, leaving the pass thru vehicle count. A conservative
approach uses a low 10% factor to determine the amount of pass thru vehicles
that stop and shop in Bishop. Using this formula and a conservative average
of 2 persons per vehicle, the census equivalent population is 255,500 annual
population.
Traffic Count on N. Main St - 2009 had 5,890,000 vehicles counted at mile
marker 116.25 nearest to the site. High Avg 18,925 / Annual Avg 16,139
vehicles per day (ranges from a low of 12,110/day to 21,000/day depending
upon month and day of week)
The base vehicle count from Local Traffic estimated to be 12,110/day.
Considering the annual average of 16,139/day, average of 4,029/day vehicles
would be traveling population (32%). The HPA population would translate to
approximately 530 vehicles/day, leaving 3,499 vehicles that pass thru. If 10%
of these pass thru vehicles stop and shop in Bishop, 350/day or 127,750/yr
(2.2% of total vehicle count); with an average of 2 people per vehicle this would
equate to an census equivalent annual population of 255,500.

Bishop, CA

Traffic Counts

